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the domain of complex board games such as Go, chess,
checkers,
Othello,
and backgammon
has been widely
regarded as an Ideal testmg ground for exploring a variety of
concepts and approaches in artificial intelligence and machine
learning. Such board games offer the challenge of tremendous
complexity and sophistication required to play at expert level
At the same time, the problem inputs and performance measures are clearcut and well defined, and the game environment
1s readily automated in that it is easy to simulate the board, the
rules of legal play, and the rules regarding when the game is
over and determining the outcome.
This article presents a game-learnmg program called TDGammon. TD4kumnon 1s a neural network that trains itself to
be an evaluation function for the game of backgammon by play
ing against itself and learning from the outcome. Although
TD-Gammon has greatly wrpassed all previous computer programs in its ability to play backgammon,
that was not why It was developed. Rather, its purpose was to explore some exciting new ideas and
approaches to traditional problems m the field of reinforcement learning.
The basic paradigm of reinforcement learning is as follows: The learning agent observes an Input state
or input pattern, it produces an output signal (most commonly thought of as an “action” or “control
signal”), and then it receives a scalar “reward” or “reinforcement” feedback signal from the environment
indicating how good or bad its output was. The goal of leaning is to generate the optimal actions leading to maximal reward. In many cases the reward is also delayed (lx., is given at the end of a long sequence
of inputs and outputs). In this case the learner has to solve what is known as the “temporal credit assignment” problem (i.e., it must figure out how to apportion credit and blame to each of the various inputs
and outputs leading to the ultimate final reward signal).
The reinforcement learning paradigm has held great intuitive appeal and has attracted considerable
Interest for many years because of the notion of the learner being able to learn on its own, without the
aid of an intelligent “teacher,” from its own experience at attempting to perform a task. In contmst, in the
more commonly employed paradigm of supervised learning, a “teacher signal” is required that explicitly
tells the learner what the correct output is for every input pattern.
Unfortunately, despite the considerable attention that has been devoted to reinforcement learnmg over
many years, so far there have been few practical successes in terms of solving large-scale, complex realworld problems. One problem has been that, in the case of reinforcement learning with delay, the temporal credit assignment aspect of the problem has remained extremely difficult. Another problem with
many of the traditional approaches to reinforcement learning is that they have been limited to learning
either lookup tables or linear evaluation functions, neither of which seem adequate for handling many
classes of real-world problems.
However, in recent years there have been two major developments which have held out the prospect of
overcoming these traditional limitations to reinforcement leaning. One of these is the development of a
wide variety of novel nonlinear function approximation schemes, such as decision trees, localized basis
functions, spline-fitting schemes and multilayer perceptions, which appear to be capable of learning complex nonlinear functions of their inputs.

